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ABSTRACT 
The charged multiplicity distributions of the diffractive and 
non-diffractive components of hadronic interactions, as well as those 
of hadronic states produced in other reactions, are described well by 
a universal Gaussian function that dependE only on the available mass 
for pionization, has a maximum at n ~ 2M~, where M is the available 
o 
mass in GeV, and a peak to width ratio n ID ~ 2. 
o 
INTRODUCTION 
This report consists of two parts. In the first part, we present 
the results of a measurement of charged multiplicity distributions of 
high mass diffractive n±, K± and p± states produced in 100 and 200 
GeV/c hadron-proton collisions, h + p ~ X + p. We find that these 
distributions are described well by a Gaussian function that depends 
only on the mass available for pion production, M ~ M - ~ , peaks
1 x -0 
at n ~ 2M~, where M is in GeV, and has a peak to width ratio 
0---1 
n ID ~ 2, where D = (n 2 - n 2)~. The independence of the charged
o 0 
multiplicities from the quantum numbers of the diffractive state led 
us to examine whether the multiplicities of hadronic matter in general 
also follow the same distribution function. In the second part of 
this report, we show that this is indeed the case. 
* The work presented in this report was done by the following 
Rockefeller University groups: 
(a) PART I R.L. Cool, K. Goulianos, S.L. Segler+ , 
H. Sticker and S.N. White 
(b) PART II K. Goulianos, H. Sticker and S.N. White 
+ Present address: Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory 
Batavia, Illinois 60510 
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PART I 
CHARGED MULTIPLICITIES 
+ + +OF HIGH MASS DIFFRACTIVETI-, K- and p- STATES 
The charged multiplicities of the diffractive states X produced 
in the reaction 
+ + +h + P -+ X + P (h=TI- ,K- ,p-) (1) 
were measured recently in experiment E-396 at Fermilab. Reaction 
(1) was studied at incident beam momenta of 100 and 200 GeV/c in the 
kinematic range 0.025 < It I < 0.095 (GeV/c)2 and I-x ~ (Mx2_~2)/s< 0.1, 
where x is the Feynman scaling variable, x = ~II /p . ResultsIl,max 
from this experiment on elastic scattering and on the M 2 dependence 
and factorization properties of diffraction dissociatio~ have already 
been published[1,2]. The results on charged multiplicity distribu-
tions reported here are new. 
The experiment was performed in the M6W beam line of the Meson 
Laboratory. A plan view of the apparatus is shown in Figure 1. 
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FIG. 1 - Apparatus (plan view, to scale). 
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Recoil protons from beam interactions in a hydrogen gas target were de-
tected by drift chambers. which measured the polar angle e. and were 
stopped by scintillation counters. which measured the kinetic energy T. 
The missing mass was determined, to an accuracy of ~M 21M 2 = ± 3%. 
x xfrom e. T and the beam momentum, p : 
o 
M 2 = K 2 + 2p 12m T (cose - 1f/2m ) (2)
x -n 0 p p 
The charged multiplicities were obtained from the pulse height recorded 
by two scintillation counters located downstream of the recoil detector. 
Landau fluctuations were reduced by accepting the smaller of the two 
normalized pulse heights. Figure 2 shows an example of a pulse height 
distribution. The curve is a maximum likelihood fit to Landau distri-
butions calculated for each multiplicity. 
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FIG. 2 - Typical multiplicity counter pulse height distribution. For 
each event, the smaller of the two pulse heights was used. 
The raw multiplicities obtained in this manner were corrected for 
background tracks, for extra (accidental) beam particles and for the 
acceptance of the multiplicity counters. The background was estimated 
by using events with negative (unphysical) M 2 and was subtracted 
x
from the topological cross sections at the corresponding positive M 2. 
The subtractions were generally less than 10%. The fraction of events 
with an extra beam track was measured to be S 10% by comparing elastic 
events with charge 2 to those of charge 1. Assuming an isotropic 
decay distribution in the center of mass of the diffractive state. the 
calculated average acceptance of the counters is 95%, which agrees well 
with that estimated from the number of unphysical even charged multi-
plicity events caused either by an extra beam track or by a track 
missing the counters. 
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FIG. 3 - Average charged multiplicity and ratio of average to 
width as a function of available mass. The curves 
represent < n > = 
1 
2.08 M'i and < n >/D = 2.2 as 
discussed in the text. 
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FIG. 5 - The product (an/a)·< n> versus n/< n> for the data 
presented in Fig. 4. The solid line represents the 
Gaussian function discussed in the text (Eq. 4). 
The broken line is from a fit to the inclusive data 
hp ~ anything (Ref. 4). 
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The following features are noted: 
(i) Within the statistical accuracy, the multiplicities of all 
three hadrons are the same when compared at the same mass available for 
the production of pions, M = M - ~. This would not be true if the 
x 
comparison were made at the same M 
x 
(ii) The average multiplicity increases with M, approximately as 
<n>;;; 2M~, where M is in GeV, while the ratio <n>/D, where 
D = «n2>_<n>2)~, remains constant at the value of '" 2.2 (see Fig.3). 
The function < n> = a + b tn (M) would also provide a good fit to our 
data but we prefer the power dependence because, as will be shown in 
Part II, it characterizes the average multiplicity of many processes at 
higher available energy whereas a simple logarithmic dependence falls 
too low. 
(iii) The ratio of the topological cross section a to the total 
ndiffractive cross section a (see Fig. 4) is described well by the 
Gaussian function 
a 
n 2 
-= P = e (3a)a n l2TI D 
1 
n 2M~ (M in GeV) (3b)
0 
n /D = 2 (3c)
0 
The normalization of P is such that at any value of M the sum of P 
n n 
over odd values of n is unity to within '" 1%. In calculating values 
of < n> and D to compare with experimental data, one must sum over 
positive values of n only. This shifts the average by '" 4% above the 
value of n and the width down by '" 6% so that the average multiplicity 
o 1 
becomes < n > = 2.08 ~ and the < n >/D ratio is increased by 10% above 
the value of n /D, to the measured values of 2.2 
o 
The form (3) of the probability function suggests that the multi-
plicity distributions satisfy KNO scaling[3]; i.e., that the product 
P .< n> is a function of n/< n> only and not a function of U. Indeed, 
n 
from (3a,b,c) it follows that 
- 2(l-n/n )2P =.fi e (4)n 0 
n o 7T 
-Figure 5 shows P • < n> versus n/< n> for the 7T p and the pp data. 
n 
Ignoring the small difference between < n> and n, one sees that 
o 
function (4) represents the data well. In contrast to the fully inclusive 
" \ 
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reactions pp ~ anything and ~p + anything whose KNO scaling curve[4], 
also shown in Fig. 5, is asymmetric and peaks at n/< n > ~ 0.8, the 
distribution for the diffractive data is symmetric about the peak at 
n/<n> = 1. 
Our results for < n> and < n>/D agree well with previous measure-
ments[5]. However, the multiplicity distributions obtained in these 
measurements[5,6] are inconsistent with ours in that they follow an 
asymmetric scaling curve similar to that of the inclusive case. We 
attribute the inconsistency to their use of large M 2 bins needed for 
adequate statistics in presenting the distributions~ for example 
o < M 2 < 32 (GeV/c)2, which integrates the data over large variations 
in av~rage and width and distorts the distributions. 
In summary, we find that the charged multiplicity distributions of 
high mass diffractive pion, kaon and nucleon states follow a universal 
Gaussian function that depends only on the available mass M (GeV), has 
a peak that varies with M as n ~ 2 M~, and a peak to width ratio 
a 
n /D ~ 2. 
o 
PART II 
INCLUSIVE HADRONIC CHARGED MULTIPLICITIES 
and 
UNIVERSALITY OF CHARGED MULTIPLICITY DISTRIBUTIONS 
It is well known[4,7,8] that charged multiplicity data of inclusive 
hadronic reactions do not agree with Eq. 3. For example, for pp + any-
thing[4,7,8,9], the increase of the average multiplicity with energy is 
1
slower than 2 s'lt (see Fig. 6a), the < n >/D ratio decreases as the energy 
increases (see Fig. 6b), and the KNO distribution of the data is asym-
metric about n/< n> = 1 (see Fig. 7) in disagreement with Eq, 4. On the 
other hand, data on e+e- ~ anything are consistent[10] with < n> =: 2 s'!r. 
(see Fig. 8) and their KNO scaling curve is symmetric [11]. 
In this part, we analyze the inclusive pp ~ anything charged multi-
plicities, recognizing that they derive from two distinct sectors of the 
inelastic cross section: the diffractive component, for which the avail-
able mass is M = M - M , and the non-diffractive "hard core" for which 
x p 
M = IS - 2Mp We find that Eq. 3, which describes well the diffractive 
multiplicities, also provides a good description of the multiplicities of 
the hard core. After an examination of data from several other reactions, 
we come to the conclusion that the distribution represented by Eq. 3 is 
universal, describing to a good approximation all known hadronic charged 
multiplicities up to and including ISR energies. This suggests that 
gluons may play an important role in the hadronization process. 
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FIG. 6 - The average charged multiplicity and the ratio of the average 
to the width as a function of Plab for pp + anything and 
pp + anything. The solid curves were calculated using Eqs. 6 
and 7 in the text. 
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FIG. 7 - The product Pn • < n> versus n/< n> for charged 
particles in pp ~ anything. The curve was cal-
culated using Eq. 6 in the text. 
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FIG. 8 - Mean charged multiplicity versus 
available energy for e+e- ~ anything. 
Small differences in the multiplicities between certain reactions, 
such as between pp and pp , which cannot be explained by our pro-
cedure of applying Eq. 3 at the appropriate available mass of each 
identifiable component of the inelastic cross section, may then be 
attributed to the difference in the quark content of the initial states. 
The total, the elastic, and the inelastic pp cross sections are 
shown in Figure 9. The inelastic cross section is consistent[12] with 
being composed of a hard core, 0 0 = 26.3 mb, and a diffractive com-
ponent, aD ' which consists of the contribution of single diffraction 
dissociation, 20SD ' and that of double diffraction dissociation, oDD 
(5) 
In calculating charged multiplicity distributions, we assume that the 
inelastic cross section in excess of 0 0 is all due to single diffraction 
dissociation with a 1/~2 mass dependence. The double diffractive process 
which becomes important only at very high energies, is approximated well 
by this assumption, since there is only a small probability for both dif-
fractive masses to be large. Multiplicity distributions for pp are then 
generated using Eq. 3 separately for the diffractive and non-diffractive 
components at the appropriate available mass: 
" \ 
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=Pn+2 (6)(n= 0,2,4 ••• ) 
The average multiplicity, the < n >/D ratio and the KNO distribution cal-
culated using this equation are in good agreement with the data. as shown 
in Figures 6 and 7. 
For PP. we add the annihilation cross section, ° = 0T(PP) - 0T(PP) , 
to the pp inelastic cross section and use the distribution 
p = ---.L [a p (lS - 2M ) + Q, (~D1 ) Io.1S _1_ P l(M -M )dM 2 + oP (ISJ (7)
n a 0 n p n . s M 2 n- x P x ni x 
1 
where the second term is not included for n=O. The < n> and < n >/D 7 13 
calculated using this distribution function agree well with the data[ , ] 
(see Fig. 6). However, at high energies, there remains a small but sig-
nificant difference between the average pp and pp multiplicities which is 
not predicted by the equations given above. If this difference were due 
to the annihilation cross section, its average multiplicity would have to 
be larger than 25!r4 by more than 50%. We prefer the interpretation that 
this disparity arises from a small difference in the pp and pp hard cores 
and that the annihilation multiplicities follow the distribution given by 
Eq. 3. 
A similar analysis of pp + anything in terms of diffractive and non-
diffractive components was performed previously[14] and led to the same 
conclusions about the multiplicities of the hard core. More recently, an 
ISR experiment[15] which removed leading particle effects obtained similar 
results. Our contribution in this area is that we have demonstrated that 
the same function that describes the multiplicity distribution of diffrac-
tive high mass states also describes the pp and pp hard cores and pp 
annihilation. 
+
By applying the same ideas to TI-p reactions, treating the non-diffrac-
tive inelastic cross section as a hard core with available mass M= IS - M , 
we have obtained good agreement of our calculated < n > and < n >/D with p 
existing data[7,9,16J (see Fig. 10). We have also investigated the re-
actions v~ + p + ~- + X++ and v~ + p + ~+ + XO • Again, the multiplicity 
distributions reported for these reactions[17.18] are in good agreement 
with our predictions (see Figs. 11 and 12). In particular, the higher 
average multiplicity and <n >/D ratio[17] of X++ relative to that of XO 
arise naturally as a consequence of summing over n = 2.4,6 .•. for X++ 
and n = 0,2,4 ••• for XO • A determination[19] of the average multtplicity 
of the state X in pp + ~+~-X at ISR is also consistent with 2s~ 
behavior (see Fig. 13). 
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Recently, two pp experiments being performed at the CERN SPS Collider 
at ;S = 540 GeV reported the values 3.9 + 0.3[20] and 3.0 ± 0.1[21] for 
d< n >/dn In=O ' the average charged multiplicity per unit rapidity 
in the central region. At ISR energies, the values of the rapidity plateau 
are lower. TYPicallr' at IS = 30.8 and 62.8 GeV, d<n>/dnln=o = 1.67 and 
2.03, respective1y[8. Since the rapidity interval increases with energy 
as Q,ns and the charged multiplicity as s'!r., we expect d< n >dn to vary as 
1 Cs~/Q,ns. Setting C = 2.1 gives 1.71, 2.00 and 3.91 at IS = 30.8 62.8 
and 540 GeV, in excellent agreement with the ISR measurements and the SPS 
Col1ider result of Ref. 20 (see Fig. 14). 
FIG. 14 - Average charged multiplicities in the central 
region (from Ref. 20). The solid curve is  
our prediction as discussed in the text.  
CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, we find that the distribution represented by Eq. 3 
provides a good description of the charged multiplicites not only of 
high mass diffractive states but also of a wide variety of other hadronic 
states where the available mass for pionization can be identified. This 
universality of the multiplicity distribution implies that the quark 
content of the dissociating state does not play an important role in 
determining the multiplicity and therefore it must be that the gluons 
dominate the process of hadronization. 
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